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Visual Transparency
Jeff Engelhardt

Resumen

De acuerdo con Roderick Chisholm, una característica distintiva de los fenómenos mentales consiste en que se relacionan con sus objetos "bajo un aspecto". Lois
Lane admira como "Superman", pero no como "Carl Kent", al objeto que es tanto Superman como Carl Kent. En este artículo se argumenta que la atención visual no ex-

hibe tal característica. Esto sugiere que la atención es un fenómeno mental
excepcional y que entenderla podría proporcionar ciertas intuiciones sobre las relaciones entre la mente y el cuerpo o entre la mente y el mundo.

Palabras clave: filosofìa de la ciencia cognitiva, percepción, reducción, relación

mente-mundo, causación mental.
Abstract

According to Roderick Chisholm, one distinctive characteristic of mental phe
nomena is that they relate to their objects "under an aspect'": Lois Lane admires t
one object that is both Superman and Clark Kent as "Superman" but not as "Clar
Kent". This paper argues that visual attention exhibits no such characteristic. Th
suggests that attention is an exceptional mental phenomenon, and understanding
may provide insight into mind-body or mind- world relations.

Keywords: philosophy of cognitive science ; perception; reduction; mind-world re
tion; mental causation.

I. Introduction

Not long into Death Wish V: The Face of Death , Olivia Regent
Paul Kersey (Charles Bronson's character) have the following exchange:
[Olivia] Paul, what do you see when you look at me?
[Paul] I see the woman I'm going to marry.

Paul's response suggests that verbs referring to vision provide a "transpar
context". Given, that is, that (i) Paul sees Olivia, and (ii) Olivia is "the w
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II. Aspects and Opaque Contexts
What is an opaque context? Let us illustrate it by reference to an example. Ask yourself whether 1 and 2 imply 3.
1. John believes that Batman is tough.
2. Batman is Bruce Wayne.
3. John believes that Bruce Wayne is tough.

I assume you've answered yourself that 1 and 2 do not imply 3. The only difference between 1 and 3, though, is that "Bruce Wayne" is substituted for
"Batman". And though substituting terms in and out of true claims seldom
results in true claims, the result is surprising in this case because, as 2 says,

Bruce Wayne is Batman. "Bruce Wayne" and "Batman" are co-referential.
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a
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6.
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We
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ence in the entailments licensed b
a difference in the phenomena to
Chisholm (1957), pp. 168- 185] In p
vide an opaque context refer to n
ing a transparent context refer t
know whether a verb refers to a
you can apply this test:

(a) Select a sentence, S, in which
ject or complement clause, P.
(b) Select a term, P*, that is co(c) Substitute P* for P in S to c
(d) Determine whether the con
are co-referential" entails S*.

(e) If "no", the verb refers to a non-physical phenomenon.
(f) If "yes", the verb refers to a non-mental phenomenon.
If Chisholm is right about transparent and opaque contexts, this test will tell
us whether the referent of a verb is non-mental or non-physical. Supposing
that it does work, though, it is reasonable to ask why it works. Why do verbs
referring to non-physical phenomena provide an opaque context? When it
comes to the non-physical phenomena we're interested in, mental phenomena, the reason often cited is that they relate to those things they're about
"under an aspect" or "under a description". The belief expressed in "John believes that Batman is tough," for example, relates to the one object that is
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both Batman and Bruce Way
is assumed, reasonably, that
need not imply anything abo
may not know that Batman
John may also think that Br
boring inconsistent beliefs. V
opaque contexts, then, becau
pects, and aspects of an obje
even if they are aspects of th

III. "...SEES..."

Now, let us apply our test to "...sees...". If it provides an opaque context, then vision relates to things seen aspectually, and visual processes are,
plausibly, mental. 7 is our S; "Batman" and "Bruce Wayne" are our P and P*,
respectively; and, 9 is S*. Now we need to determine whether 7 and 8 imply 9.
7. John sees Batman.

8. Bruce Wayne is Batman.
9. John sees Bruce Wayne.
It is tempting to say that seeing Batman does imply seeing Bruce Wayne,
since there's only one thing to be seen in the first place. On the other hand, if
John doesn't know that Batman is Bruce Wayne, he would deny 9. So it's also tempting to say that 7 and 8 do not imply 9, and especially if you think
that "S sees x" entails "S is able to report seeing x".
It seems that our test has failed: ". . .sees. . ." provides ambiguous results.
We need some other means for determining whether vision relates to its objects aspectually, and whether visual processes are mental phenomena. I propose two steps for answering these questions. First, we should replace seeing
with a more specific visual process about which there are empirical results
available for consultation: visual attention. Second, we should consult these
empirical results rather than our linguistic intuitions, asking them, in particular, whether visual attention relates to its objects aspectually. We will see that
the mechanism for visual attention does not relate to its targets under an aspect,
and so the accurate use of". . .attends visually to. . ." provides a transparent context. Hence, it will be shown that "...sees..." provides a transparent context at
least insofar as it refers to visual attending, and that visual attention is plausibly
a non-mental phenomenon.5
Before we begin, though, notice that if perceptual processes operate
primarily over aspectual phenomena, then they demand the availability of
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IV. Visual Attention

First, what is visual attention? Phenomenologically speaking, it is f

miliar enough. When you're walking down the street and a speedin

bursts into your field of view such that you can't help but follow it with
gaze, the car has "grabbed your attention", your visual attention. As far a

going theories on visual attention are concerned, visual attention ha
roles: selection and tracking. Selection occurs when something to w

you're not attending becomes something to which you do attend: when
speeding car 'catches your eye'. Tracking ensues as the target of your a
tion moves across your visual field. In most contemporary theories of vi
attention is supposed to be a prerequisite for encoding visual informati
[Pylyshyn (2003), pp. 88-89, 159-200; Posner (1980), p. 4]
For expository purposes, I will delineate the view that visual attentio
not aspectual in contrast to the strongly intuitive view that vision atten
objects according to their locations, i.e. under their locative aspect. The

mer I shall call Visual Index Theory or simply VIT, after the mecha

Zenon Pylyshyn has proposed as the visual executers of a "mind-world
nection". [Pylyshyn (2001), pp. 183-195, (2008), pp. 1-65] According to V
an object in a visual field is selected when a connection is established bet
the object and an "index" in the visual system. Tracking ensues as long as
connection remains intact. Although these indexes can relate to their t
under an aspect, it is not necessary that they do so. [See Pylyshyn (2003)
215, 218-23] Rather, a sufficient index-to-target connection need only
causal connection, no matter what information this connection carries .6
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1

I hope I'm not alone in thinki
do, this suggests that "...track
attention is similar in this res

VIT proposes.
I shall call the view that vision tracks under locative aspects the location-based theory or LBT. According to this view, visual targets are selected
and tracked by a mechanism that operates over representations of their locations. Supposing that these representations must exploit information from the
targets, this means that the minimally sufficient mechanism-to-target connection must carry information about an attentive target's location. Imagine
looking through an automated telescope that registers on an internal map the
location at which it is pointed at any time. You can't command it to select the
moon; you must give it the proper coordinates. Similarly, when a "shooting
star' suddenly enters its view, it doesn't just swivel and select it. Rather, the
disturbance behaves just like a command: it incites the telescope to encode
the location of disturbance, then turn and "attend" to that location. As the star
moves across the sky, the telescope tracks it by continually encoding its new

locations. Both the mechanism proposed by LBT and this telescope select
and track their targets "under" their locations in that they fail unless they represent their targets' locations. A verb referring to either of these, then, should

provide an opaque context. Consider:
13. The telescope selects location /.
14. The object at location / is a shooting star.
15. The telescope selects a shooting star.

LBT says selective attention and tracking are similar.7 If so, visual attention
relates to its targets aspectually, and it is a mental phenomenon.
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V. An Argument for VIT

Here's where we stand. VIT is true if and only if "...attends visually
to..." provides a transparent context; LBT is true just in case selection and
tracking relate to their targets under their locative aspects. Now we can make
this dispute more concrete and bring empirical data to bear. I take it that if
visual attention relates to its targets under their locations, then it must be that
the algorithm that best models its operations must refer to the locations of its
targets.8 If the best model of selection and tracking need not refer to locations
or any other aspects of its targets, on the other hand, then visual attention is
not an aspectual relation. Furthermore, I take it that we determine which algorithm is the best model for visual attention by consulting the experimental
evidence that is currently available. If this evidence suggests that subjects can
attend to visual targets without exploiting information about the locations of
those targets, then the algorithm modeling visual attention need not refer to

locations. That is, this evidence suggests that LBT is false. And the same,
mutatis mutandis , goes for any other aspects that targets of visual attention
might have. Hence, if the evidence suggests that subjects can attend to visual
targets without exploiting any information about those targets, then the algorithm modeling visual attention need not refer to any aspects. That is, VIT is
true and . .attends visually to. . provides a transparent context. I will argue
that the available evidence suggests exactly this.
Presently, in V.l, I'll marshal evidence that subjects can attend to visual
targets and discriminate them from "distractors" when the targets' only distinguishing aspects are their locations. It follows that the algorithm modeling
visual attention can yield success without referring to aspects other than locations. Thus, the only aspect that is plausibly essential to visual attention is location; and if LBT is true, it must be possible for subjects to select and track
visual targets by virtue of locative information alone. In V.2, I'll show that
neither of the two most plausible selection and tracking algorithms mentioning only location(s) - that is, neither of the two most plausible tracking algorithms respecting the constraint argued for in V.l - can account for recent
experimental results. It follows that the selection and tracking algorithm does
not exploit information about any of its targets' aspects, as VIT states.
V.l

In a number of "multiple object tracking" (henceforth MOT) experiments, it has been shown convincingly that we can track up to five randomly
and independently moving targets in a visual field with five visually indistinguishable "distractors" at a success rate of around 85%. To account for this
capability, both VIT and LBT now affirm that we in fact have multiple track-
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85%).
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would have seen the reverse. With this and similar results from other MOT

permutations, the experimenters conclude that mechanisms do not exploit a
predictive strategy in tracking through disappearance [Keane and Pylyshyn

(2006), pp. 353, 357-8, 362].
We succeed at simultaneously tracking multiple targets that are indistinguishable from distractors. This shows that we can track objects without
exploiting their distinctive perceptual aspects other than location, velocity,
and trajectory. Furthermore, we have seen results indicating that tracking mechanisms do not "predict" a disappeared target's reappearance; in the absence
of countervailing evidence, there is no reason to say that tracking mecha-
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Notice that the proponen
On the one hand, the mech
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at chance in selecting its ta
"narrow view", even the tar
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view and so the mechanism

V.2.2 The Informed Spotligh
The spotlight strategy fa

but it would fare better if the mechanism for visual attention could be con-

tinually apprised of distractors' locations. For, the problem plaguing the basic
spotlight strategy is that the mechanism has no means for deciding between
two objects that are both within its view. If it could be informed of a distractor not far below it, the mechanism could "decide" between two objects in its
view by "preferring" the one toward the top. That is, this strategy would adjust the preferences of the basic strategy so as to prefer the object farther
from the last reported location of the nearest distractor. In figure 1, a mechanism making this adjustment would be more likely to choose the target. Call
this the informed spotlight strategy. I'll show now that just as with the spotlight strategy, the claim that our mechanisms execute the informed spotlight
strategy entails that we'll track at chance in complete overlap. Consider situations like those depicted in figure 2.11
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Figure 2: The doughnut represents a
the objects are traveling toward on
other in the third. In 2B, both objec
travels faster. By frame 3, the distra
frame is thickened in each case to
ence. Notice that frames A-3 and B-3 have two thickened sides to indicate that the re-

spective mechanisms have no preference that distinguishes the target and éištractor.

I conclude that LBT does not model the mechanism for visual attention.

VI. Objections

Objection. The results reported here depend 'crucially on experimental
trials in which a target and a distractor occupy one and the same location
the visual field. Since subjects nonetheless reliably distinguish targets a
distractors, it seems that locative information is not necessary for successfu
selection and tracking. Yet, there is something amiss about this interpretatio
Namely, it requires us to assume that there is a fact of the matter about whi
visual object is the target and which the distractor during occlusion, even
though the "two " share all of their features. The interpretation provided h
assumes that we visually individuate objects that are visually indistinguish
able. Yet, such an extreme view is unnecessary: we can discriminate target
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porary philosophers of mind.12 Th
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VII. Conclusion

The available evidence suggests that the algorithm that best models s
lection and tracking need not refer to any of its targets' aspects. Accordin
VIT, this is because visual attention relates to its object "as an individual"

via either a non-aspectual representation or via some relation that do
crucially involve information processing [Pylyshyn (2008), pp. 1-65

Hence, ". . .attends visually to. . ." provides a transparent context. So it may
true that Paul doesn't see Freddie Flakes's next victim when he looks at Oli-

via, but as long as he attends to her, he attends to Freddie's next victim as

well. Visual processing relates to its objects transparently in attending to
them. Additionally, if it is true that verbs referring to paradigmatic nonmental phenomena provide transparent contexts, then the phenomena involving visual attention are non-mental.

Department of Philosophy
Georgetown University
Washington, DC 20057 USA
E-mail: jme3 7@georgetown. edu

Notes

1 Compare the example in Chisholm (1957), p. 171: "Most of us knew in 1944
that Eisenhower was the one in command; but although he was identical with the man
who was to succeed Truman, it is not true that we knew in 1944 that the man who was
to succeed Truman was the one in command."

2 The classic formulation of this claim is Chisholm (1957), pp. 168- 185)

3 If you're incredulous, see, most notably, Marr (1982), pp. 1- 21, but also
Pylyshyn (2003), ch. 2.
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